Twelve Chinese Animals
Horse
Years: 1906, 1918, 1930, 1942, 1954, 1966, 1978, 1990, 2002, 2014, 2026, 2038, 2050, 2062, 2074, 2086
Horse is Yang and Seventh Sign of the Chinese Horoscope.
Positive Traits: Persuasiveness, Style, Autonomy, Dexterity, Popularity, Accomplishment
Short Comings: Selfishness, Haste, Unscrupulousness, Anxiety, Rebellion, Pragmatism

Black Beauty is one of the most popular Horses to come to mind in the
English speaking world. Black Beauty in the cherished stories by Anna
Sewell is cheerful, quick-witted and intelligent. These qualities are also
shared with Tiger and Dog which makes for good possibilities for
successful alliances among these three. Horse people are known as
honest folk. They have a very friendly nature and are broad minded
enough to accept different natured people and their points of view. It’s
said that to truly understand another person it is necessary to walk a mile
in that persons moccasins. Horse people get that and put it into practice
in life’s daily situations. Sometimes Horse is seen as being too fond of
oneself and will pitch a fit when things don’t go in their favor. Horse
people are extremely vigorous and physically powerful. Horse people
have a witty, extroverted way about them that is accented by a muscular
poise. Horse is the action figure of the Chinese Zodiac which always
makes them the center of attention especially in competition. Think of the
famous American racehorse Seabiscuit. And if that’s not enough they are
renowned for their wisdom and keen sense of humor. Horse people demonstrate horse sense
which is manifested in their endeavors whether they are personal business, competition or
work related. In the professional world you will find Horse people to be efficient and genial in
positions that require them to cooperate with other people. The routine job is not one for
which Horse is particularly suited. Horses special characteristics empower Horse people to
accept almost any task and excel in its successful completion. Horse people tend to fall in
love at first sight deeply. Horse does not understand that falling fast and hard is wishful
thinking in action minus the thinking part. This new love object will fulfill Horses deepest
needs and desires. Stay tuned for the next edition in the never-ending series of “How the
Horse Learned to Discern Lust and Longing from True Caring and Sincerity”. Horse people
are fonts of innovative techniques for solving tricky and sticky problems. When they have an
idea, they want to put it in action this moment. Horse people work around the clock until they
are satisfied with a job well done. Horse wants you to come to cut to the chase quickly
because although time is on their side they don’t have time to waste. They’ll respect your
input but time is precious so be succinct. Horses have got to learn to live out their emotions
appropriately. They are hot-tempered, and impatient. They are perfect candidates for the
Inner Smile and Six Healing Sounds. When Horse people sincerely put those meditations,
movements and sounds together and live the results they will become Taoists and urge their
inner circle to get with the program. Horses like being the hub of the wheel and have the
Universe spiraling about them. In return, they work hard and share with everyone. Horse
people do not mind starting over. They persevere in their determination and relish fresh
challenges.

